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Kapten Maria Febe Finelli is a fan of
science fiction novels and loved the
genre well before she became an

actress in Indonesia. Maria also saw
herself as a product of science fiction
novels, she says, because it made the
impossible possible. Maria Febe Finelli
could not contain her enthusiasm to

become an actress. She was a ten-year-
old girl when she began her acting

journey with the aid of Mame Wijaya
and Melly Hadi. Her debut film was
Goa Gilang Madu, where she played
the role of a child. Eight years later,
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Melly Hadi allowed her to act in Love &
Life. Melly Hadi found her actress for
the film the day she saw Maria while

she was selling English newspapers in
Jakarta. Maria Finelli, the actress who
plays Elsa in Love & Life is known in
Indonesia for her short hair. Maria’s

hair was highly symbolic as it
represented Elsa’s love that she lost.

Maria, who is currently studying in
Italy, has several plans in her mind.

However, she is a busy woman as she
has to be at least once a week in

Jakarta. She has fond memories in
Indonesia and has lived here for 10

years. She feels it is time to come back
home to fulfil her long-dreamed future.

From time to time, Maria Finelli is
finding time to read some books, play
with her two-year-old daughter Rina
and finish her studies. She always
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enjoys doing her homework. Her
favorite subjects are science and

literature. Maria wants to make her life
better and wants to have an

opportunity to study abroad. Her
dream is to enroll in a programme in

art and design, even though it is
already difficult to find a school. She is

keen on learning and loves the
learning process. She even loves

learning new words. Pengen nak baca
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